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NEWS

Absolut
U.S. debut: 1979
Where it’s from: Sweden
Claim to fame: First fancy vodka import to
teach people to plunk down a scandalous
$20 for a bottle of booze with no flavor
Advertising legacy: Pioneered the practice
of hiring famous artists to interpret the bot-
tle in print ads, starting with “Absolut
Warhol” back in 1985

Kettle One
U.S. debut: 1992
Where it’s from: The Netherlands
What sets it apart: The Nolet family
has been brewing this stuff for more
than 300 years (so they presumably
have the recipe down by now).
Memorable ad: Consummately het-
erosexual TV spots in 2009 (via Grey
Worldwide) slammed men who drink
vodka “from delicately painted per-
fume bottles.” Ouch.

Grey Goose
U.S. debut: 1997
Where it’s from: France
Bragging points: Use of French
wheat, distilled in the Cognac region,
and purified through “Champagne
limestone” (Huh?) 
Recent marketing gambit: Just
before Christmas, famed jeweler
Chopard produced a limited-edition
magnum it sold in Paris for $815
each. Great stocking stuffer, guys. 

Stolichnaya Elit
U.S. debut: 2005
Where it’s from: Russia
What makes it worth 60 bucks:
We’re not sure, but its ads claim that
Elit is “50 times more slowly distilled
than usual vodkas.” 
Uh, which means...: The filtration
process takes place at -18°C, which
the brand says forces impurities to
freeze against the tank walls and an
ultra-smooth vodka to be left over.
The process is expensive as hell—and
so is Stoli Elit.

Wódka 
U.S. debut: 2010
Where it’s from: Poland
Why we need another vodka brand:
“All these other vodkas have taken the
category way too seriously,” says
spokesperson Brian Gordon. “We’re a
great bottle of vodka for reasonable
money.”
Snarky ad: Times Square billboard
showing a martini-toting lounge
lizard and the tag: “Hamptons
Quality. Newark Pricing.”

Svedka
U.S. debut: 1999
Where it’s from: Sweden
Tell us your selling point: “We pro-
vide Swedish quality, premium style
and outrageous value,” says svp
Marina Hahn. “We are the JetBlue of
vodkas.”
Memorable TV spot: The Svedka
robot girl (don’t ask) gets her groove
on in a futuristic club to the strains of
the Jackson 5’s “Dancing Machine.”

Sobieski
U.S. debut: 2007
Where it’s from: Poland
Pitch us in five seconds: “Sobieski
offers consumers a superpremium
product that they can afford,” says
vpm Timo Sutinen.
Got a famous spokesman?: Yes,
Bruce Willis (also part-owner), who’s
behind the current “Truth in Vodka”
campaign that touts ingredients over
fancy bottles

Rökk
U.S. debut: 2010
Where it’s from: Sweden
Who’s going to drink this: Clearly, 
twentysomethings, given the Viking mas-
cot and the hiring of The Lonely Island
comedy dudes as creative directors this
December.
Memorable endorsement line: “Diageo
gave us a bunch of Rökk vodka,” said
Lonely Island’s Andy Samberg, “which 
we enjoy drinking with our mouths.”

VODKA BRANDING
DISTILLED

A long time ago, in an economy far away,
plunking down 30 bucks for a bottle of Stoli was
no biggie. Then again, neither were subprime
mortgages. The recession has changed all that,
of course, and made saving money cool. The
latest proof: cheap-chic vodkas—award-winning
distillations that sell for around 10 bucks.

“We’ve left the days of glitz and bling
behind,” says spirits industry consultant Arthur
Shapiro. “Consumers might like their Grey

Goose and Ketel One, but they might as well
buy a good-tasting vodka at a lower price.” And
they are. 

Svedka—which began the posh-but-afford-
able charge several years ago—is now the
fastest-growing spirits brand in America. And
guess where its drinkers are coming from? “We
steal market share from our more expensive
competitors,” says svp Marina Hahn.

These newcomer brands are hardly subtle

about it. A recent ad for Sobieski reads: “Over-
spending on vodka? That’s so 2008.”

Even the bottles look upscale—as our shelf of
contenders and defenders below illustrates.
While cheap-chic vodkas might not be comfort-
ing for the likes of Ketel One, it’s great news for
average consumers. As a Wódka spokesperson
puts it: “Good vodka for less money appeals to
everybody.” Na Zdrowie!

—Robert Klara
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